Delts Whip SAE, Fijis Edge Betas
In Intramural Grid Playoff Action

Delta Tau Delta and Phi Gamma Delta, victors in the first round of the intramural football playoffs, will meet for the tournament championship next Sunday at Briggs Field. The Delts conquered Sigma Alpha Epsilon 31-7 and the Phi Gamma edged Beta Theta Pi 10-12 in playoff action last Sunday.

The Delts opened the scoring in the first period as Ernie Potter '59 carried the ball over ten yards out after the pigskin had switched hands twice in the early minutes. Potter passed to Terry Bray '62 for the extra point. The SAE's received the kick in the second quarter and moved five plays later as Fred Ham-

vendal '52 snatched a 20-yard pass from Walt Hamrka '52. SAE booted the kick with a successful conversion from Hamrka to Bill Lesor '53.

The Delts regaining the lead after a series of short runs and a pass as Potter completed an aerial to Dan Morris '60 for a 35-yard gain in the third quarter. Bray and Nick Knox '62 caught the aerials for the final two tallies.

Fijis Edge Betas

The Fijis tallied early in the opening quarter on a 46-yard pass from Al Bland '59 to Clark Ingleson '56. Bland completed another aerial to Don Bland '57 for the extra point which decided the game. Bob Williamson '59 returned a Betas punt 45 yards for the second TD, but the extra point try was unsuccessful.

The Betas battled back for six points in the second quarter as Warren Goodnow '59 carried 45 yards for the score. The extra point try failed as a short pass fell incomplete. A fourth quarter Beta tally was unsuccessful as Goodnow hauled a 45-yard pass for another TD, but the pressure proved too much and the conversion attempt failed.

Delta Upsilon Takes
'58Swimming Season

In IM Finals Sunday

The regular intramural swimming season was completed Sunday night in the Alumni Pool as thirteen groups competed in the seven event schedule. Though the season was highly competitive and better than the best intramural time in years was registered in the 300 yard Free Style by Qualls, a freshman.

In group competition the D.U.'s took first place with 40 points due to their great depth. The Sigma Chi's took 35 points and second place with a couple of outstanding performances.
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